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      “Honored Artist of Russia”, Alexander Vetrov is an 
outstanding colored etching artist with an incredible 
detail of images. He was born in 1952, in what was then 
the Moscow Region and is now an area incorporated into 
the city of Moscow.  He acquired much of his techniques 
and skills while a student at the Moscow Art School and 
later at the Moscow  Institute of Print Making.  
 
     Vetrov learned a lot from his older friend, great 
Master of black-and-white etchings and People’s Artist 
of Russia, Stanislav Nikireev (1932-2007,) who was the 
Member of the Academy of Fine Arts of Russia and the 
graduate of Vassily Surikov Fine Art Institute.  Experts 
consider their works as a unique phenomenon in 
current landscape art and etching technique to be 
compared only with the legacy of old masters.   

 

  The incredibly detailed black and white etching 
technique of Stanislav Nikireev is being compared to the 
works of famous masters Albrecht Duerer and 
Rembrandt .  
 
    Vetrov handles details in symphony with nature and 
the accuracy of what he sees. He uses color tactfully and 
in a competent, professional manner, which blends into 
his etchings, without taking away from the etching itself. 
Scenes of Russian villages, churches in ruins, his home, 
his mother, in the different seasons of the year, are all 
captured by the artist discerning eye. 

 

      The “From Russia with Art” Gallery in 

Cambridge, is the exclusive gallery to see and buy 

Vetrov and Nikireev work in New England. Their 

rare to be found in the United States etchings were 

exhibited by the Gallery in 2010-2019 at Children’s 

Hospital Boston, Massachusetts General Hospital, 

Newton TV, Boston Print Fairs AD20/21 at 

Cyclorama, the Annual From Russia with Arts and 

Culture Festivals in Newton MA, Summer Russian 

exhibits at Manchester-by-the-Sea, Print Fairs in 

New York and Washington DC. Other printmakers 

featured at the exhibition are Irena Makoveeva and 

Vladimir Vorobyov. 

 

       Slavonic Festival “Pokrov” guests will find 

themselves in the atmosphere of Russian, 

Ukrainian and Belorussian folklore and get a taste 

of a traditional Slavic fair.     Everybody is 

welcome! 
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